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"There's no medal for trying. It's a loss. It stinks. Ultimately in sports it's win or lose." 
GREGG BRANDON, BOWLING GREEN HEAD COACH 
Falcons fall to OSU 
ben Swanger BG News 
RUNNING HARD: Bowling Green's P.J. Pope looks for daylight 
against OSU Saturday. OSU out-gained BG 205-40 on the ground, 
arguably the difference in the game. 
By Dan Gedney 
tSSISMNI SPOPIS EDITOR 
On Saturday (he Falcons joined 
a fast-growing club. The club's 
membership requirement: to 
take the Buckeyes down to the 
final play of the game only to 
come up just short of defeating 
the defending national champi- 
ons 
The Falcons put together a furi- 
ous rally in the final live minutes 
of the game but had their final 
drive stopped when Buckeye 
strong safety Will Allen intercept- 
ed losh Harris' pass on die final 
play of the game. 
"Ohio State is a great football 
team. Ohio State knows how to 
win. Ohio State has 18 wins in a 
row and you can see why," 1 larris 
said. "They have each other's 
back, they find ways to win the 
game and that is the mark of a 
great footbaU team." 
I larris finished the game with 
another 300-yard passing perfor- 
mance, completing 33 out of 54 
passes for 32(i yards with two 
touchdowns and three intercep- 
tions. Harris was disappointed 
with the overall performance of 
the offense, calling it 'disgusting." 
"To me it was disgusting 
because their defense is going to 
bend but they aren't going to 
break," he Said "Ihey gave us 
some opportunities to make 
some plays and we didn't make 
them. I didn't make the throw, we 
didn't catch the ball, we didn't 
block the guy. Ihey had a great 
scheme, a great coaching staff. 
They had a plan and they execut- 
ed it. which is why they won the 
game. We did not make the plays, 
that is why we lost the game." 
The Buckeyes opened up the 
scoring when Scott McMullen — 
playing for the injured Craig 
Krenzel — threw a seven-yard 
touchdown pass to Drew Carter 
to give OSl) a 7-0 lead with 6:04 
remaining in the first quarter.The 
touchdown was set up when 
Dustin Fox intercepted a pass 
and returned it to the BG 29-yard 
line. 
The Falcons answered thai 
touchdown on their ensuing 
drive, moving the ball 87 yards in 
13 plays to tie the score at seven 
when Harris hit Cornelius 
McGrady for a seven-yard touch- 
down pass. Hie Falcons reached 
into their bag of tricks during the 
drive, lining up running back PI. 
Rope under center and moving 
I larris to receiver on three con- 
secutive plays. l"ope was able to 
get the Falcons inside the 
Buckeye 10-yard line and set up 
the touchdown pass. 
Following that drive the Falcon 
offense sputtered and failed to 
take advantage of opportunities 
created by the defense. On (>sl 15 
ensuing drive. Keon Newson 
forced a Maurice I tail fumble that 
was recovered by Will league at 
the BG 10-vard line. I lowever. the 
Falcons picked up one first down 
before being forced to puni. Afiei 
the defense forced OSU to go 
three and OUI on the next clinc. 
the Falcons turned the ball over 
when Simon I rasiei lecovcred a 
Harris tumble on the lit! Jl yard 
line. 
I he defense held strong once 
again and recorded consecutive 
sacks that forced the Buckeyes to 
settle lor a 47-yaid field goal to 
lake a 10-7 lead'. 
The Buckeyes went ahead by 
10 late in the second quarter 
when l.ydell Boss broke a fourth 
and one run for a 33-yard touch- 
down to give the Buckeyes a 17-7 
lead with 2:17 remaining in the 
first half. 
The defense continued their 
strong play in the second half 
when lanssen I'atton Intercepted 
a pass and relumed il to the OSU 
LOSS, PAGE 2 
GSS students 
dispute parking 
By Mam Wright 
REPOfilfP 
III a confluence of anger, an 
indignant Graduate Student 
Senate discussed abolishing 
the privilege that allows faculty 
and staff members to park in 
commuter lots without receiving 
atickel Friday 
At its second niccling of the 
semester, GSS, the government 
hi idy lor graduate students at the 
University, also welcomed the 
director of dining services, ( SaO 
Finan. to discuss ihe high costs of 
the Student Union's catering ser- 
vices. (iSS also passed a resolu- 
tion dial would conserve energy 
on campus. 
Current parking policy dictates 
that those with faculty passes 
have the right to park in any of the 
commuter lots even though 21 of 
die closest lots are already desig- 
nated for faculty and staff park- 
ing, according lo Treasurer Aurea 
Osgood. Much of GSS was irritat- 
ed at this idea, considering those 
with commuter passes are ticket- 
ed when they park in faculty lots. 
"It's very dishonest to ticket 
somebody if they can't park 
where they paid lor because there 
isn't any parking available." 
Senator Kaihy Rolsten, of the 
music education department, 
said. "It's a financial scaml" 
Realizing the improbability of 
faculty and staff members relin- 
quishing ibis privilege, Jim Hose, 
the Representative-at-l.arge, 
suggested that certain com- 
muter lots be designated as 
overflow lots for faculty and staff 
when their lots are lull. Another 
Solution discussed was the park- 
ing garage that will be erected 
within the next five years. 
Unfortunately this garage will 
only be replacing a current park- 
ing lot and will not lx' an answer 
to the lack of commuter spaces, 
according to GSS president 
Deirdre Rogers. 
GSS decided to postpone vot- 
ing on legislation related to this 
matter until further research 
could be done. 
Officials at Parking and Traffic 
could not l>e reached for com- 
ment. 
Abo on Friday, die director of 
dining services, Gail Finan. 
briefly attended the meeting 
and listened to concerns from 
senators about the high prices of 
catering at the Student Union. 
GSS felt that catering's high 
prices were discouraging stu- 
dent organizations from using 
the Union as a venue for their 
events. It was considering legis- 
lation that would allow food 
items purchased outside the 
Union to be used at these 
events, which the Union cur- 
rently prohibits. 
In response to these concerns, 
Ms. Finan mentioned that stu- 
dent organizations that are rec- 
ognized by the University 
receive a 20 percent discount on 
catering. Some members of GSS 
did not feel that this was an ade- 
quate consolation. 
"|Ms. Finan's] answer was you 
get a 20 percent discount, which 
in my mind said that she doesn't 
think there's a problem with the 
prices," Senator luan Marin said. 
In response to this dissension, 
Ms. Finan said that most restau- 
rants only discount 10 percent. 
"We're actually undercutting our 
costs by giving them 20 per- 
cent," she commented. 
GSS voted to withdraw this 
legislation to allow Ms. Finan, 
who has only been director of 
dining services since this sum- 
mer, a chance to rectify these 
problems 
In other legislation, GSS 
passed a bill requesting that the 
University administration create 
and place stickers above the 
light switches in classrooms 
around campus. These stickers 
would remind students, faculty 
and staff to turn off the lights 
after leaving the rooms. This bill 
was proposed as an inexpensive 
way to save the University 
money by conserving energy. 
GSS meets twice a month in 
room 308 in the Bowen- 
Thompson Student Union. 
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Study says students triple debt in college 
CREDIT CARD, FROM PAGE 1 
amount — $2,748 in 2000 to 
$2327 in 2001. 
Sophomore Alissa Cropper 
said she knows of people her age 
who have been in debt, but she 
has never gonen into credit card 
trouble. 
"I know a few people 1 used to 
work with who. when they gradu- 
ated high school, couldn't even 
go to college because they had to 
work to pay off their credit card 
bill." 
The study found, on average, 
that college students double their 
credit card debt and triple the 
number of credit cards they own 
throughout their college years. 
Dave Kramb, executive vice 
president of Glass City Federal 
Credit Union, 1155 N. Main St.. 
said using a credit card may at 
times seem easier for students 
than paying cash. 
"It's too easy to throw a card 
down on the counter. My advice 
is to stay within their means," 
Kramb said. "Use your credit 
card, but know your limits." 
Debbie VVhitson, branch man- 
ager at National City Bank, 735 S. 
Main St., recommended that stu- 
dents "not carry the card with 
them at all times, and tnily use 
the card in emergencies." 
Students should only charge 
what they are able to pay off, 
Whitson said. 
According to Cropper, she 
owns a credit card but only uses it 
for emergencies. 
"It's got a $300 limit, so I've got 
enough in my account to cover it. 
... and I thought it would be a 
good idea to build my credit up 
now, start low and work my way 
up." 
One positive reason for college 
students to use credit cards is to 
build good credit early. Most 
credit card companies offer cards 
"I think it's necessary for students to build 
up credit. My advice is to... start with a 
credit card with a low balance." 
TARICHRISTOFF, BANKING OFFICE MANAGER AT HUNT1NGT0N 
Another recommendation, 
Christoff said, would be for stu- 
dents to wait longer to obtain a 
credit card. 
"I think it's necessary for stu- 
dents to build up credit. My 
advice is to wait until their junior 
or senior year," she said. 
"(Students should] start with a 
credit card with a low balance 
and make purchases using they 
are able to pay off on a monthly 
basis so they don't have to pay 
high interest." 
Whitson said getting a credit 
card is an individual decision. "It 
depends on what that college stu- 
dent wants and when they want 
it," she said. "It depends on what 
designed specifically to fit stu- 
dents' needs, according to 
VVhitson. 
"They're offering easier, more 
relaxed credit standards. They 
also may offer lower limits," she 
said. 
Kramb offered another posi- 
tive aspect of credit cards. 
"I have a daughter who just 
turned 18 and is a freshman at 
Kent State University. And when 
she turned 18.1 had her apply for 
a credit card at our Icreditl 
union," Kramb said. "1 co-signed 
for her, so I'm also liable for that 
debt. It really is educational. I 
encourage her to use it for small 
purchases she can pay off." 
their short term and long term 
goals are: When do they want to 
buy a house? When do they want 
to buy a car?" 
The Nellie Mae study found 
that students take on greater debt 
as they progress through school. 
According to the study, graduat- 
ing students have an average of 
$20,402 in combined education 
loan and credit card balances. 
This may be because the pur- 
chasing power of credit cards can 
be irresistible to students who 
have not learned about interest 
rates, penally fees, and rate 
increases. 
Because of this, some students 
may choose to use a debit card or 
checking account in place of a 
credit card. Boyd Davis, sopho- 
more, said he only owns a debit 
card but plans to get a credit card 
eventually. 
"Actually, my mom said it 
would be better because with a 
debit card you spend the money 
you have," Davis said. "With a 
credit card you don't necessarily 
have the money. I will get one, but 
not now." 
Starting with solely a debit card 
may be the way to go, Whitson 
said. 
"I would always recommend a 
debit card and checking account 
first This is going to help them 
establish their spending and 
record keeping," she said. "If 
they're comfortable and success- 
ful in their checking then a credit 
card would be the next step." 
But the decision is a matter left 
up to the individual, Kramb said. 
"It depends. If someone is 
unable to control their finances, 
then that person should have a 
debit card. If they're one who 
tends to spend money on frivo- 
lous things, don't get a credit 
card," he said. "But if I'm one who 
says, 'Hey, I don't need that 
stereo,' I'm going to start estab- 
lishing credit" 
Offense comes to life in fourth, just a little too late 
10SS, FROM PAGE 1 
23 yard line. However, on the fol- 
lowing play Craig larrett dropped 
a pass at the goal line after Cole 
Magner took a lateral from Harris 
and found larrett open. On the 
next play A.I. Hawk intercepted 
Harris's pass at the OSU 26-yard- 
line. 
The Falcon offense finally 
came to life midway through the 
fourth quarter. After Harris hit 
Cole Magner for a 25-yard 
touchdown pass with 3:25 
remaining,    lanssen    Patton 
recovered the onside kick for 
the Falcons. After moving the 
ball inside the OSU 10-yard line, 
the Falcons had to settle for a 
33-yard field goal to close to gap 
to seven at 24-17. 
The Falcons then looked to 
their defense to give them one 
more chance. The defense did 
just that when they forced the 
Buckeyes to go three and out. 
The Falcons bid to lie the game 
was stopped by Will Allen's 
interception on the final play 
and the defending national 
champions escaped with 
another  narrow  victory and 
extended their winning streak 
to 18 games. 
Head coach Gregg Brandon 
was somber in defeat. 
"There's no medal for trying. 
It's a loss, it stinks," he said. 
"Ultimately in sports it's win or 
lose. There were a lot of posi- 
tives; we'll build on those. This 
is a great game to learn from. 
They are the defending national 
champions and we had a 
chance to win the game. We can 
learn from this to prepare for 
the Mid-American Conference 
season." 
The Falcons were led on and 
off the field by Cole Magner, 
who had 13 receptions for 168 
yards and a touchdown. 
Magner also tried to motivate 
the offense on the sideline dur- 
ing the Falcons comeback 
attempt. 
"We had no other choice, we 
were down and we had the ball, 
so we had to make something 
happen," Magner said. "The 
defense had been making plays 
all game and it was our turn. We 
had to do something or the 
game was over." 
When Gilligan's Island first aired on TV, people actually called the 
National Coast Guard to warn them that there were 7 cast aways stuck ashore. 
lea S—HII 8G N— 
DOWN: Bowling Green's Steve Sanders is tackled by a gang of Ohio 
State defenders, including Nate Salley (21). 
Trinity United 
Methodist Church 
corner of N. Summit & Court Street in Bowling Green 
RUMMAGE SALE 
Thursday: sept.259-6 
Friday:       sept 26 9-4 
(hall price day) 
Saturday: sept27 9-noon 
($2 Bag day) 
cloths, crafts, bedding, 
kitchen ware, glassware, 
and even a kitchen sink! 
SI^NM 354-6653 
»«.--- /-w«'..0    Student Discount 
rwwwwwwwv 
SO CLOSE 
There's a GREAT PLACE FOR LUNCH 
close by with Super Sandwiches, 
Extensive Salad Bar and Two Soups 
To Die For. All at very reasonable prices 
Delicious desserts, too. We guarantee to 
get you in and out in less than an hour. 
Open 11 am to 1 30pm M-F 




LOOKING FOR A JOB? 
DINING SERVICES IS NOW HIRING 
BGSU STUDENTS TO WORK IN THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS: 
Campus Dining Centers Convenience Stores Concession Stands 
Restaurant Snack Bar Catering 
DINING SERVICES HAS 
MANY THINGS TO OFFER OUR STUDENT EMPLOYEES: 
Flexible hours to fit around class schedules 
One ol the highest starling wages lor sludents on campus 
Opportunities lor advancement and longevity pay increases 
S1000 scholarships - last year live were awarded lo student employees 
The chance to meet people and become a part ol the campus communiiy 
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR 
TO APPLY FOR A POSITION CONTACT ANY DINING CENTER OR 
APPLYONLINE   HI II'  WWWBGSU EDU OFFICES SADININGFMPLOYHTML 
Ob-yOU like Vuiillitf? ?1« ifufu «»»«j* 
Do you (the Pepsi Vanilla-ami Vanilla Pudaina? T» J.,MS 
□a you IrKa narly QO'o rop miwteiarrVarrT.?-!,/ _ 
««*to a&wtf •*Box? get a chance  
♦ Commons 372 2563 udscObO/ttTbgsu sou      W 
♦ Foond^s 372 2761 udsrflbonet bg»u odu 
♦ McDonald 372.2771 udim*bgrwibgsu«du 
eOaJtoy 372 2766 udsgAbgnatbgau edu 
♦ Krttictttr 
♦ Student Union 







udsuObgnet bgsu *du 
udtKOboneibpu edu 
uosuObgnat bgsu «du 
September 10th - 24th 2003 
Buy a Pepsi Vanilla or Diet Pepsi Vanilla at 
participating dining centers and get entered to 
win a chance to take the pudding plunge to win 
one off four XBoxes, or one of eight other prizes. 
' See posted official rules (or the... ar. posted official rules But the rules are an line print, and almost no one reads the line print 
In tact I'm pretty supenwe you're reading this much It you don't have anything better to do might I suggest going out there and 
buying a refreshing Pepsi Vanilla, so mat you can be entered to win I thought so San Dknaa High School Football Rules! 
WWW.BGNEWS.COM Monday. September 22.2003 3 
INFO. SECURITY OFFICE WARNS OF NEW VIRUS "SWEN" 
The BGSU Information Office is issuing an alert regarding a fast-spread- 
ing worm called "Swen." 
This worm affects Microsoft Windows computers and spreads through e- 
mail, purporting to be a security patch from Microsoft. 
www.bgsu.edu/offices/its/security/bgsu/alerts.html is the Web address 
where more information can be found. 
www.bgnews.com/campus 
CAMPUS 
get a i:fe ^^^^^^Jr rhe calendar of events is taken from ^H 
^^■^ http^event&bgsiudu ^^^^^^ 
8 a.m.-6 p.m. 
2003 Student Glass Art 
Inhibition 
Presented by the Student Glass 
Club. 
Union Catteries 
8 a.m. (i p.m. 
Walt Disney World College 
ftogram Info. Sponsored by 
the Co -op Program. 
Union tabby 
9 a.iii. I p.m. 
Madden Tournament Info. 
Sponsored by Phi Beta Sigma. 
Union lobby 
10 a.m.-7p.m. 
Aeropostale Box Sale 
Multipurpose Room 
10 .i.iii  i. |i HI. 
Dance Marathon Shirt Sale 
Union tabby 
10 a.ia-5 p.m. 
HA Recruitment Table 
Union tabby 
10:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m. 
Cedar Point Raffle 
Sponsored by BGSU's National 
Student Speech, Language and 
Hearing Assoc. 
Union tabby 
11 n.iii. .i p.m. 
Precious Stones Bake Sale 
Union Lobby 
5:30-7 p.m. 
Great lobs & Internships 
Sponsored by Career Services. 
• Computer Science & MIS - 
20IA-Sky Bank Room. 
• Arts & Sciences - 201 Union 
• Finance - 207 Union. 
• Management & Marketing - 
308 Union. 
• Accounting - 314 Union. 
6:30 p.m. 
Support Group for Women 
with Anorexia & Bulcmia 
Concerns 
Sponsored by the Student 
Health Center and the 
Counseling Center. Group 
support for women at all 
stages of 
recovery. Confidentiality is 
emphasized. Please contact 
ludy Miller for more 
information. 372-7425. 
107 Hanna Hall 
9-10 p.m. 
RA Recruitment Table 
Union Lobby 
9:15 |i.in. 
When X*Y=Confusion: Men, 
Women and Communication 
Gender communica- 
tion is a fascinating topic Dr. 
Diri I lart Ebert gets students 
talking about gender roles, 
sexual politics and 
communication. Through 
laughter, activities and some 
frank sharing, everyone 
emerges with a better under- 
standing of how to achieve 
healthy relationships, boost 
their self-esteem and lead a 
happier life. Sponsored by 
Panhellenic Council. 
Union Grand Ballroom 
Illinois to remove 130 
children from home 
By Maura Kelly 
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
CHICAGO — Illinois will 
remove about 130 children from 
a church-run home for troubled 
youth that has been under 
scrutiny for its handling of a sui- 
cide and two alleged sexual 
assaults, state officials said 
Friday. 
The children at Maryville 
Academy's City ofYouth residen- 
tial center in suburban Des 
Plaines will be moved to other 
Illinois facilities within 90 daw, 
officials said. 
"Maryville has had chance 
after chance to solve its prob- 
lems," Bryan Samuels, director 
of the state Department of 
Children and Family Services, 
said at a news conference. "This 
is not a safe environment for our 
kids, particularly the most vul- 
nerable of these kids." 
The campus, more than a cen- 
tury old. was once the state's 
largest facility for treating aban- 
doned and abused youths and 
has attracted celebrity benefac- 
tors including the late Chicago 
Cubs announcer Harry Caray 
and     Who    guitarist     Pete 
Tbwnshend 
As Samuels spoke, several 
dozen Maryville supporters 
gathered outside. 
"I think it's a tragedy, and I feel 
(hat it's a shame they made 
Maryville to look like a danger- 
ous place." said Ron Brooks, 46. a 
resident of the campus as a 
youth who now works there as a 
family educator. "You're going to 
have problems You can't make 
sure everything is perfect." 
lames Guidi, Maryville's pro- 
gram and clinical manager, said 
he and other Maryville officials 
had started to fix the facility's 
problems, and would have 
worked with state authorities to 
move children who were not 
receiving appropriate care. 
"I think it's a very tragic deci- 
sion," said Guidi. who began the 
day-to-day supervision of 
Maryville in luly. "It's going to 
disrupt 130 children's lives, and 
I'm not so sure it was necessary 
to do that." 
The state will resume sending 
children to the IX-s Plaines cam- 
pus if the institution can correct 
us problems, officials said. 
The 120-year-old facility is run 
by the Roman Catholic 
Archdiocese of Chicago. Its 
leader. Cardinal Francis (■conge, 
issued a statement saving he 
regretted the state's decision but 
would help make the necessary 
changes 
I lie facility has been under 
scrutiny for more than a year. 
Various monitors and critics 
have said its staff is not properly 
trained to deal with children 
with severe behavioral, mental 
and emotional problems. 
State-appointed monitors 
found problems with runaways, 
sex among youths, poor over- 
sight and problematic reporting 
of incidents. Officials at 
Maryville and the child-welfare 
department confirmed this 
week that FBI agents are also 
looking into the suicide of a 14- 
year-old girl last year as well as 
possible Medicaid fraud. 
Maryville Academy's 20 odier 
facilities in Illinois will remain 
opea Guidi said five or six chil- 
dren sent to the facility will 
remain at the campus. 
Law schools sue Department of Defense over recruiters 
IKE ASSOCIA10 PBESS 
BOSTON — A group of law 
schools, professors and students 
is suing the Department of 
Defense, alleging its requirement 
that law schools allow military 
recruiters on campus violates the 
First Amendment. 
Many universities have barred 
recruiters, arguing the military's 
ban on homosexuals violated 
nondiscrimination rules. 
But last year, after the Defense 
Department threatened to pull 
federal funding from law schools 
that deny military recruiters 
access to students, schools 
including Harvard and Boston 
universities and Boston College 
backed off their bans. 
Kent Greenfield, a Boston 
(Allege law professor leading the 
lawsuit, said the government is 
forcing agreement on its policies 
from schools that fear the loss of 
benefits, and that's "not the 
American way." 
The lawsuit also argues then' 
are flaws in the 1996 law, which 
permits the Defense 
Department to deny federal 
money to institutions of higher 
learning that restrict military 
recruiting or ROTC on campus. 
The law "was passed to send 
the message that academic insti- 
tutions were being too liberal," 
Greenfield told The Boston 
(.lube They are using this law to 
reach into the core of our educa- 
tional philosophy and change it, 
and that's contrary to the First 
Amendment." 
The lawsuit was filed Friday in 
federal court in Newark, N.J. 
Judge lohn C. Ufland gave the 
government a week to respond 
to a request for a restraining 
order. 
A phone message could not lx' 
left on a Department of Defense 
media line Saturday because the 
voice mailbox was full. 
Get down wffii tie )fc£j 
orange antf town 
j£ HOMECOMING    2003 
Monday, Sept. 29 Tuesday, Sept. 30 
BGSU Spirit Week Window Splash Contest ^H 
Show your Falcon pride Residence halls and j^K"      V 
by weaiing Brown and Greek units 
Orange all week 
Game of Day— M wi—^^" 
Kick-off event Wacky Relays W ^1   B} 
Noon, Union Mall, Noon, Union Mall, ■*JB           ^H   H 
Bowen -Thompson Bowen Thompson )P         *^ 
Student Union Student Union *—.     W 
Game of Day— Homecoming 
Musical Chairs 
Noon, Union Mall, 
Royalty Voting 
11 a.m.to 3 p.m., Lobby. Wednesday, Oct. i 
Bowen Thompson Bowen Thompson Game of Day— 
Student Union Student Union Scavenger Hunt 
Dance Marathon Merchandise Sales Noon, Union Mall, 
Falcon Floats 11a.m. to 2 p.m.; 4-6 p.m., Bowen Thompson 
Noon, Union Mall, Lobby, Bowen Thompson 
Student Union 
Bowen Thompson Student Union Homecoming 
Student Union 
Golden Key Royalty Voting 
Homecoming Canned Food Drive 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.. Lobby, 
Royalty Voting 11 a.m. to 6 p.m..Lobby, Bowen Thompson 
11 a.m. to3p.m., lobby, Bowen Thompson 
Bowen Thompson Student Union Merchandise Sales 
Student Union 
11 a.m.to 2 p.m.; 4-6 p.m., 
Merchandise Sales Lobby, Bowen Thompson 
Student Union 
11 a.m.to 2 p.m.; 4-6 p.m., 
Lobby, Bowen Thompson 
Student Union 
Golden Key Canned 
Food Drive 
11 a.m. to 6 p.m., Lobby, 
Bowen Thompson 
Student Union 
AMS0 Fashion Show 
featuring 
Homecoming Royalty 
7 p.m., Multi-purpose Room, 
Bowen Thompson 
Student Union 
m  raAwJ Admission. Canned food item 
Ftntf a complete 
schedule of events at 
tiomec oral ng.Dfjsu.ed u 
D\JOU  BOWLING   GREEN   STATE   UNIVERSITY 
Get down wR6 fte 
orange and town 
HOMECOMING    2003 
Thursday, Oct. 2 
Game of Day- 
Shopping Cart Floats 
Noon, Union Mall, 
Bowen Thompson Student Union 
Homecoming 
Royalty Voting 
11 a.m.to I p.m   Lobby. 
Bowen Thompson Student Union 
Merchandise Sales 
11 a.m.to2p.m.;4-6p.m.,Lobby, 
Bowen Thompson Student Union 
Golden Key 
Canned Food Drive 
11 a.m. to 6 p.m., Lobby, 
Bowen-Thompson Student Union 
Friday, Oct. 3 
Banner Turn-in 
and Displaying 
1 p.m., 401 Bowen-Thompson 
Student Union 
Snake Dance 
5 p.m.. Union Mall, 
Bowen-Thompson Student Union 
Dance youi way to the Pep Rally 
Pep Rally and 
Royalty Crowning 
6 p.m., Anderson Arena, 
Memorial Hall 
Falcon Hockey vs. 
University of Windsor 
(exhibition) 
7 p.m.. Ice Arena 




Concert Band and Wind 
Ensemble Concert 
8 p.m., Kobadcer Hall, Moore 
Musical Arts Center 




9:30 a.m. start. Student 
Recreation Center 
Contact alumni affairs, 
419-372 2701 
[The8!GBBQ| 
1 I p.m., Meijer Tailgate Park, 
Doyl Perry Stadium 
(elebf ate Homecoming with alumni. 
students, faculty,staff and 
community members.Iheentiie 
fakon family is invited to enjoy 
picnic fare.a pep rally featuring 
University leadership and 
entertainment. Sponsored by the 
Alumni Association Advance 
reservations requested. Contact 
dlummaffairs,419-i72-2701 
Meijer Tailgate Park 
2-4 p.m.. Doyt Perry Stadium 
Gather with falcon fans in 
this tailgate area before the 
football game 
All Greek Tent 
3-4 p.m., Meijer Tailgate Park, 
Doyt Perry Stadium 
Falcon Football vs. 
Central Michigan 
4 p.m., Doyt Perry Stadium 
FREE with student ID 
UA0 Post-game Concert— 
Black Eyed Peas and 
Nappy Roots 
Anderson Arena, Memorial Hall 
Sunday, Oct. 5 
Falcon Men's Soccer vs. 
University of Kentucky 
2p.m.,CochraneField 
Greek t7 vents 
The following Greek units will be 
hosting special Homecoming events. 
Contact your chapter for more details 
Alpha Gamma Delta 
Alpha OmK ion Pi 
Alpha Phi 
Alpha Sigma Phi 
Alpha Xi Ma 
Chi Ome ga 
Delta Gamma 
Olta.'eu 
Gamma Phi Beta 
Kappa Alpha Order 
Kappa Delia 
Kappa Kappa Gamma 
Kappa Sigma 
lambda Chi Alpha 
Phi Delta Theta 
Phi Kappa Pit 
Phi Kappa lau 
Pi Beta Phi 




Sigma Phi Epsiion 
BGSU 
vinct a complete 
schedule of events at 
hometomlnq.hgsu.edu 
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QrOTEI'.\()K)Ti: 
"Your parents put a curse on you — 
Someday your kids are going to act just like 
you." 




Students need to manage money 
The University should add 
one more course to their cur- 
riculum — Credit Cards 101: 
How to manage credit cards 
without getting yourself into 
debt. 
This is not to say that all stu- 
dents who own credit cards 
will/do go into debt. However, 
the fact is that there are many 
college students who do get 
themselves into trouble when 
using plastic to pay for most of 
their purchases. 
Some students do not know 
the added items that go into 
using their credit cards, such as: 
penalty fees, interest rates and 
changes in rates. 
Most students do not realize 
that if they do not pay off their 
charges for the month on their 
credit cards, the amount that is 
left unpaid is not just carried 
over to the next months balance, 
but it has extra fees attached to 
it 
The best idea for a college stu- 
dent is not to get a credit card 
until they arc financially respon- 
sible and prove to be. Many 
times students may think they 
arc able to handle a credit card 
and may think: I will not go into 
debt, I know how to manage my 
money. However, it is easier than 
one might think. Once debt 
occurs, it is hard to pay off. 
A good idea for students is to 
use a debit card or a checking 
account for their purchases. This 
way, the money that you are able 
to use is limited to the amount 
of funds that arc available in 
your account. If a student uses a 
debit card they arc able to keep 
track of how much money they 
are spending after each pur- 
chase. With a credit card stu- 
dents are not always able to 
keep a record of how much they 
have spend and are likely to 
exceed the amount of money 
they have to pay it off. 
This leads to the next point, 
which is — if you don't have the 
money to pay off your credit 
card balance for the month do 
not make the purchases. One of 
the worst mindsets of students 
who have credit cards can be: I'll 
just pay it off the next month or 
I'll get some money somehow to 
pay it off. If you don't have the 
money to pay off the bill then 
obviously you don't need to pur- 
chase that new stereo, or that 
new CD you have been wanting. 
A good hint of advice would 
be that if you know you are not 
going to have the money to pay 
for it later, don't buy it now. Just 
wait till you have enough money 
where you are able to get it. 
Credit cards may be one of the 
worst items to give a college stu- 
dent, especially in their first 
years. However, students need to 
learn that we are in college now 
and we have to start acting like 
adults, which also meaans learn- 
ing how to be financially respon- 
sible. Credit cards can be good, 
but they can also be trouble. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR,  PEOPLE 
File sharing is 
not a crime, if s 
an infringement 
This is in response to the car- 
toon in last Friday's edition of the 
Opinion section. This cartoon 
depicted two inmates with mark- 
ings on the wall to indicate how 
long they have been in prison. 
The inmate on the right marked 
the time in lines, the other 
marked in musical notes. The 
inmate on the right was asking 
the other whether he was "one of 
those internet music download- 
ers." 
There is a great fallacy with 
this cartoon, and it sends a dan- 
gerous message to everyone. 
Contrary to popular belief, file 
sharing is not a crime. Infect 
piracy is not a crime and even 
more so copyright infringement 
Copyright infringement is exactly 
that, infringement. The most that 
can happen to a file sharer con- 
victed of copyright infringement 
is s/he will have to pay damages 
to the plaintiff. Copyright 
infringement will not land you in 
jail or give you a criminal record, 
which of course are much 
greater penalties. Theft, however, 
will. This is why copyright 
infringement is not defined as 
theft. When one steals, he/she 
denies the original owner access 
to something that is rightfully 
theirs and attempts to claim 
ownership over the stolen object. 
When one infringes a copy- 
right, he/she, generally, make a 
copy of the original work, thus 
decreasing its value. Copyright 
infringement does not deny the 
original owner of anything he 
already didn't have. Appropriate 
sentences need to be given to the 
appropriate breaches of law. Jail 
time for a negligible loss of 
money is not appropriate. 
People need to know their 
rights in these situations, and not 
be scared by the fear, uncertainty 
and doubt that the Record 
Industry Association of America 
spreads. Cases like copyright 
infringement are issues that can 
not be described in physical 
analogies (i.e. theft), and must be 
treated as a new and separate 
issue. The future of technology 
and how we interact with it 
depends on this. 
ADAM RITENAUER 
STUDEMT « 
Power should not go to one 
U -WIRE 
Guest Column 
Imagine a life without 
"Friends." Imagine a worid 
where NBC can no longer afford 
its most popular program. No 
Rachel, no Phoebe or Chandler 
or Ross, no Monica or loey. No 
"Must-See" TV. No quality pro- 
grams like "Law and Order" or 
"Good Morning. Miami." 
OK, maybe not "Good 
Morning, Miami." 
The dark nightmare of a 
world without free network TV 
haunts Michael K. Powell, the 
chairman of the Federal 
Communications Commission. 
He led the push for the FCC s 
new rules on media ownership, 
telling ABC News: "It is the net- 
work that pays for 'Friends' and 
pays Jennifer Anniston's salary. 
And pays the $10 million per 
episode that it takes to produce 
a program of that quality." 
To preserve network TV, in all 
of its glory, against encroach- 
ment from cable, video, the 
Internet and other interiopers, 
Powell's FCC voted 3-2 last June 
to allow networks to own local 
TV stations reaching as much as 
45 percent of the nation's popu- 
lation, up from the current 35- 
percent limit. Local TV stations, 
particularly in big markets, are 
where the money is. 
The new media ownership 
rules left in place provisions that 
allow conglomerates to operate 
as many as eight radio stations 
in a single market. The rules lift- 
ed a ban against a single com- 
pany owning a daily newspaper, 
a television station and radio 
stations in the same market. 
And the rules set out a "diversi- 
ty" index governing how much 
of each market can be served by 
media outlets withrommon 
ownership. 
Powell defends the rules as 
preserving"localism," but many 
members of Congress on both 
sides of the aisle disagree. They 
note that the big networks are 
owned by big corporations that 
also own lots of other things, 
including cable, video and 
Internet providers, movie stu- 
dios, newspapers, radio stations 
and other mass media. That's 
too much power in too few 
hands, they say. and they're 
right. 
Opposition to the FCC rules 
has sprung up at the grass-roots 
level, linking conservatives sus- 
picious of the dominance of 
companies such as The New 
York Times, with liberals who 
seek a broad diversity of voices 
in the media. 
This week, the Senate voted 
55-40 to block the new rules. 
The House is already on record 
as opposing the 45-percent rule 
for network ownership of local 
stations, but House leaders have 
vowed to block any vote on 
tampering with the other rules. 
President Bush has threatened 
to veto any bill blocking the 
FCC rules. Undaunted, Senator. 
Ted Stevens, R-Alaska, is laying 
plans to cut the FCC's budget 
for enforcing the new rules. 
In promulgating its new rules, 
the FCC did nothing to promote 
localism and a great deal to fur- 
ther the special interests of giant 
corporations like Viacom, News 
Corp., General Electric and 
Disney. Even if, God forbid, it 
should mean the end of 
"Friends," Congress should roll 
back the roles instead of rolling 
over for Big Media. 
LETYOUR VOICE BE HEARD! SEND YOUR SUBMISSIONS TO: 
thenews@bgnews.com 
Want to work for The News? Contact us at: 419-372-6966 
ON THE STREET 
What is the most 
outrageous thing you 
have ever eaten? 




"Alligator bites think- 
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"Lots of glue." 
People need one day 
to talk like Pirates 
MATTSUSSMAN 
Humor Columnist 
Last Friday was National Talk 
Like a Pirate Day. Its function 
goes without saying, but there 
was a story behind it. 
On lune 6.1995, John Baur 
and Mark Summers (no, not the 
"Super Sloppy Double Dare" 
guy — that was Marc) engaged 
in a simple game of racquetball. 
Like the silly people they were, 
they began shouting remarks to 
each other. Eventually, the com- 
ments evolved with an accent a 
pirate would use if he were to 
play racquetball. At the end of 
the day, their substandard per- 
formances were overshadowed 
by the amusing pirate slang It 
wasn't long before they realized 
they should do this one day a 
year. 
After a while, they contacted 
"real" humor columnist Dave 
Barry about their invention. He 
was convincingly sold on the 
idea. After his column in 2002, 
the holiday instandy became 
the fourth most popular holiday 
in the United States — behind 
Christmas, Thanksgiving and 
Sweetest Day. 
This holiday was bound to 
happen sooner or later, lust 
observe the facts: Pirates are 
some of the more vile humans, 
but being a pirate is the most 
favored occupation of one- 
legged people who like parrots. 
Last year's Super Bowl was 
between the Buccaneers and 
the Raiders. This past summer, 
Johnny Depp made both scurvy 
and wearing lots of jewelry 
extremely sexy. 
So-called "music pirates" are 
in danger. The scoundrels from 
the Record Industry Association 
of America are threatening any 
lazy bum who illegally down- 
loads Flock of Seagulls to walk 
the plank. 1 can't blame them. If 
these music-loving swashbuck- 
lers don't stop sharing music 
files among themselves, musi- 
cians such as Kid Rock might 
not be able to afford three meals 
a day, and he will become pale 
and malnourished. Then again, 
the term "music piracy" should 
have never been coined, 
because it makes the process 
look too cool. If they wanted to 
avoid this illegal activity, they 
should have called it "music ter- 
rorism." Instead, it's piracy, and 
on this day our dialogue should 
reflect that. 
Therefore, I tried to encour- 
age all instructors last Friday to 
give their lectures in pirate 
dialect. This ultimately kept the 
hungover guys in the back row 
awake and interested in their 
introductory course. They cut 
off the bottom of their pant legs 
and assembled crude eye 
patches and armbands, while I 
shouted out "shiver me timbers" 
for no apparent reason. The offi- 
cial website (http://www.talk- 
likeapirate.com/) had many 
more beneficial tidbits. I shall 
now conclude this brief public 
service announcement in my 
best pirate script: 
"So, if ye be one of me 
hearties, ye best be keen to 
speak like a true swashbuckler. 
Be ye but a cowardly landlub- 
ber, it's Davy Jones's locker for 
ye. Avast with ye treacherous 
ways! Spread the word to all the 
lads and lasses that today ye 
shall be a man of the sea Talk 
Like a Pirate Day has no place 
for filthy scallywags. So. swab 
the deck before ye be on your 
way. Arrh!" 
"fl\e Tijtns cStsccy.r a neu. elaborate oau to ftjW 
trie cannon coU. 
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ally in response to a current issue on 
the University's campus or the 
Bowling Green area. 
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FREIGHT TRAIN ENGINEER STOPS TRAIN IN INTERSECTION 
POTTSTOWN, Pa. (AP)—A freight train engineer who said he had exceeded 
the number of hours he could work stopped his train in a downtown intersec- 
tion for two hours and refused to move, police said. 
The engineer, whose name was not released, told police he was instructed by 
his supervisor to stop the train after passing the intersection Friday. But he did- 
n't pull the train far enough forward to raise the intersection's crossing gates. 
www.bgnews.com/nation 
NATION 
Survey shows Davis' chance 
of keeping job getting better 
By Tom Chomaeu 
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
SACRAMENTO, Calif. — Gov. 
Gray Davis' prospects for keep- 
ing his job appear to be brighten- 
ing, according to a new poll that 
shows growing opposition to the 
recall movement. 
The Public Policy Institute of 
California survey, released yes- 
terday, showed 53 percent of vot- 
ers supporting a recall, down 5 
percentage points from the insti- 
tute's previous poll taken in 
August. 
That was good news for Davis, 
analysts agreed. But they were 
uncertain whether the governor 
could continue to close the gap 
enough between now and Oct. 7, 
the recall election's scheduled 
date. 
"The fate of the recall is much 
more uncertain than it was a 
month ago," said Mark 
Baldassare, poll director for the 
Public Policy Institute. "But it is 
still going to be difficult for the 
governor to make the case given 
that three out of four voters still 
disapprove of the job he's doing." 
Candidates vying to replace 
Davis were campaigning furi- 
ously under the expectation the 
U.S. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals 
would reverse a ruling delaying 
the ballot to prevent the use of 
unreliable punch-card ballots. 
An 11 -judge panel was to hear 
arguments today on whether a 
three-judge panel of the court 
erred when it ruled earlier this 
month that the election must be 
postponed. 
"I think folks want to get this 
thing done because they want to 
get people to start working on 
problems again," Lt. Gov. Cruz 
Paul Saliuma AP P>  ■ 
CAMPAIGNING: California governor Gray Davis holds hands with Dolores Huerta, co-founder of the 
United Farm Workers union on stage during a labor rally in front of San Francisco City Hall. 
Bustamante told reporters 
Saturday night after delivering a 
speech to the San Diego County 
Democratic Party. "We've got 
problems here in California and 
we need to get off this recall 
campaign." 
During his speech to some 
400 fellow Democrats, 
Bustamante took shots at 
Republican actor Arnold 
Schwarzenegger's high-profile 
campaign. 
"I got some pretty bad news 
for Arnold," Bustamante said. 
"Governing is not about grab- 
bing some spodights, it's about 
rolling up your sleeves and get- 
ting the work done." 
Among his parry's accom- 
plishments, Bustamante said, 
were Davis' recent signing of 
legislation expanding financial 
privacy rights for consumers 
and legal rights for gay partners. 
Davis   also   touted   those 
^|£Cebrate * 
+    JAmerica 
v Regional features throughout the week 
. in the Bowling Greenery 
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accomplishments during 
appearances Saturday in San 
Francisco with Sen. John 
Edwards of North Carolina, a 
Democratic presidential candi- 
date. 
Former President Clinton and 
former Vice President Al Gore 
appeared with Davis earlier in 
the week as allies in the gover- 
nor's attempt to cast the recall as 
a Republican power grab. 
STUDENT UNION 
"We're seeing a total deterioration." 
JOEL CHMNY. ANALYST FOR REFUGEES INTERNATIONAL. A WASHINGTON- 
BASED LOBBYIST GROUP 
US. admits far 
fewer refugees 
By Mark Fritz 
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
NEW YORK — Those huddled 
masses yearning to breathe free 
shouldn't hold their breath wait- 
ing for passage to America, which 
is setting a new record this year 
for refusing sanctuary to eligible 
asylum-seekers. 
The United States will admit 
about 25,000 refugees by the end 
of the current budget year, a low 
for a nation founded by people 
fleeing persecution. Experts 
blame both terrorism fears and 
an obsolete asylum program that 
still lists "Soviets" as one of the top 
five nationalities that deserve U.S. 
protection. 
The total number of resettle- 
ments as of Sept. 16—the current 
fiscal year concludes at the end of 
this month — is only half the 
50,000 admissions quota 
approved by President Bush for 
2003. That ceiling itself was a new 
low. 
"We're seeing a total deteriora- 
tion," said loel Charm, an analyst 
for Refugees International, a 
Washington-based lobby group. 
Refugee resettlement special- 
ists sec signs that the 2004 quotas, 
which are due to be determined 
by the White House in mid- 
October, won't grow. A State 
Department briefing with 
Congressional immigration 
staffers this week left some atten- 
dants with strong indications that 
refugee quotas would stay low or 
drop lower. 
U.S. officials say the program is 
in transition, and wars in Iraq and 
Afghanistan, the tightening of 
domestic security measures, a 
lack of U.S. resettlement staffers 
and a refugee-admission criteria 
based on Cold War-era thinking 
are to blame for the sharp dip. 
One example of why the 
United States will fall short of 
reaching its quota: Roughly 6,000 
Afghan refugees cleared for 
admittance to the United States 
suddenly find themselves facing 
repatriation to a country that is 
under U.S. control, but still highly 
unstable. 
Arthur Dewey, Undersecretary 
of State for Population, Refugees 
and Migration, said that a pro- 
gram conceived in 1980 — when 
the primary sources of refugees 
came from Southeast Asia and 
the then-Soviet Union — now 
must concentrate on about 80 
areas of conflict. And this comes 
at a time when the new, terror- 
driven Department of Homeland 
Security has seized control of who 
gets into this immigrant nation. 
Dewey said his critics know the 
constraints U.S. refugee officials 
faced. He noted that they were 
able to at least relocate large 
numbers of refugees to less-dan- 
gerous areas of West and East 
Africa, and that an asylum pro- 
gram is in no danger of disap- 
pearing. 
"We will find the resources to 
continue it and (Congress will 
make sure of that," Dewey told 
The Associated Press in an inter- 
view this week. 
The Sept. 11, 2001 terror 
attacks prompted Washington to 
slash refugee admissions for three 
straight years. 
ATTENTION ALL JUNIORS 
B!G on Learning 
BIG on Research 
BIG on Diversity 
BIG on Graduate Programs... 
TheGradua,eCtdeproiect Search 
Promotes Diversity Enhancement 
and Student Success 
The Graduate College offers master's degrees in 43 fields of 
study, specialist degrees in two fields, three certificate 
programs, and 15 doctoral degree programs. 
For more information About admissions, 
assistantships. and deftret' programs, contact 
Lisa C. Chavers, Ed. D. 
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JOHN NEWLOVE HEAL ESTATE. INC. 
31» E. Woonu-r Street, Bowling Green, OH 
Located Acroaa From Taco Bell. 
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-22*0. 
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. 
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BLIX SAYS U.S. SHOWED QUESTIONABLE HONESTY IN IRAQ 
ATHENS, Greece (AP) — Former U.N. chief weapons inspector Hans Blix 
accused the United States of showing "questionable honesty" over Iraq and 
said the country was attacked despite posing no immediate threat. 
Blix spent three years searching for Iraqi chemical, biological and ballistic mis- 
siles as head of the U.N. Monitoring, Verification and Inspection Commission. 
He has been critical of the role played by the U.S. and British governments in 
Iraq, in interviews since his retirement on June 30. 
www.bgnews.com/world 
WORLD 
Putin: Russia was right on Iraq war 
By Deborah Seward 
THE ASSOCIATED PBESS 
MOSCOW — America's failure 
to stabilize Iraq has left Russian 
President Vladimir Putin con- 
vinced he was right: The war was 
a bad idea. That conviction has 
boosted Putin's confidence, and 
at their summit this week, 
President Bush will encounter a 
man willing to challenge America 
on Iraq, Iran and even the war on 
terrorism. 
Before meeting Bush at Camp 
David later this week. Putin will 
address the U.N. General 
Assembly meeting that will focus 
on Iraq's future. With Washington 
seeking to maintain its hold on 
administrating the country, the 
Russian leader insisted over the 
weekend that the United Nations 
"must have a real role, not a dec- 
orative role' in Iraq. 
Germany, France and Britain 
have also called for more author- 
ity for the world body in Iraq, as 
Washington debates with its allies 
over a new U.N. resolution. 
British Prime Minister Tony Blair, 
however, has not joined Prance's 
call for a handover of power to 
Iraqi authorities within months, 
backing the U.S. stance against 
what he calls a too hasty transfer. 
Putin says he's ready to negoti- 
ate — and ready to be blunt 
about Russia's stance. 
During a four-hour interview 
with a group ol U.S. reporters that 
lasted until early evening 
Saturday, the stiffness that char- 
acterized Putin's early meetings 
with Western media was gone. It 
was replaced by boldness, even 
spontaneity and an occasional 
phrase in English. His tone was 
harsh when it came to his least 
favorite subject: the war in 
Chechnya 
Putin's way of responding to 
questions on Russian conduct 
over Iraq, Iran and Chechnya is to 
accuse the West of acting improp- 
erly. Such feints draw .mention 
away from the question but they 
arc not very illuminating. 
Russia strongly opposed the 
war in Iraq, and Putin said that 
Russia's position hadn't changed, 
and that "the situation that is 
developing in Iraq is the best con- 
firmation that Russia was right." 
Putin said his relationship with 
Bush was strong enough that 
they could express their views 
"bluntly" and say things the other 
might not like. "But we listen to 
each other and we are looking for 
a solution," he said. 
Putin defended Russia's 
nuclear cooperation with Iran, 
saying his country was doing all it 
could to make sure Russia's 
nuclear assistance could not be 
used to help Iran develop nuclear 
weapons. 
Then, he turned on the West, 
accusing it of double standards, 
saying Russia had evidence that 
Western companies, including 
American ones, were selling so- 
called "dual use" technologies, 
material that can be used for 
peaceful, as well as weapons, 
purposes. 
In answering questions about 
Chechnya, Putin also lashed out 
at the United States. He had 
scathing words for Deputy 
Assistant Secretary of State 
Steven Pifer, who last week 
warned that Kremlin policy in 
Chechnya may be "among the 
most troubling" issues at the 
summit. 
The Russian leader said he 
wouldn't comment on remarks 
by "a middle-level diplomat" and 
suggested that Secretary of State 
Colin Powell deal with Pifer. He 
characterized the rebels as 
"scoundrels" and accused the 
United States of clandestine talks 
with rebel representative 
Zelimkhan Yandarbiyev, who 
lives in Qatar. 
Aleundr Zemliantchenfco AP Photo 
DEBATE: Russian President Vladimir Putin listens to a question 
during his interview with the U.S. media at his residence in Novo- 
Ogaryovo, outside Moscow. 
Taliban leaders meet, 
reshape anti-US. war 
By Amir Shah 
THE ASSOCIATE0 PRESS 
KABUL. Afghanistan — 
Taliban supreme commander 
Mullah Mohammed Omar has 
held a meeting with other 
Taliban leaders to reorganize 
Uieir resurgent campaign against 
U.S. forces and the Afghan gov- 
ernment, a purported 
spokesman for the group said 
yesterday. 
The spokesman, who said his 
name was Saved llaniid Agha, 
telephoned Associated Press 
reporters in Afghanistan and 
Pakistan and read out a state- 
ment. 
"Over the last few days we 
established a shura (council) 
under the leadership of Mullah 
Omar," Agha said. "The shura 
appointed four committees — 
military, political, cultural and 
economic to regulate all relevant 
matters." 
One of the two AP reporters 
recognized the man's voice and 
knew him to be a Taliban mili- 
tant. He also received a written 
copy of die same statement from 
a second man with suspected 
Taliban ties in the western 
Pakistani city of Peshawar. 
A spokesman for the U.S. 
F.mbassy in Kabul, Roy Glover, 
said the Taliban statement "obvi- 
ously would be of some interest 
to us," but declined to comment 
further. 
Amrullah Saleh, a senior 
Afghan intelligence chief, said 
similar statements have been cir- 
culated regularly, but that it was 
new for them to detail meetings 
of Taliban leaders. 
"I think it's part of their psy- 
chological operations to send a 
message to the people that they 
have some operations," he told 
the Associated Press in Kabul. 
Want to filter your email messages and be able to 
REMOVE SPAM & 
OFFENSIVE 
CONTENT? 
This will be possible lor B6Nei accounts beginning Thursday, October 9th. «n 
will provide a new Interlace lor WebMall and will Introduce the Intelligent Inbox. 
THE INTELLIGENT INBOX 
is a powerful tool that will allow BGNet email users server-level mailbox filtering 
(allowing filtering of items such as SPAM and offensive content), a vacation 
notice feature, mail forwarding and mail blocking feature. These features are 
available for each BGNet account and are disabled until each user learns about 
the features and enables each feature to their own specification. 
Sessions to learn about these new capabilities are being ottered. Ml faculty, staff, and 
students are encouraged to attend: 
DEMONSTRATION SESSIONS 
In these sessions, the Intelligent Inbox and the WebMall upgrade will be 
demonstrated. The sessions will be held In the Bowen Thompson Student Union 
Theatre. No registration is required. 
9/22- Monday  @ 1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. 
9/25- Thursday @ 1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. 
9/30- Tuesday  @ 9:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. 
10/2- Thursday @ 1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. 
HANDS-ON SESSIONS 
These sessions will be held In labs, allowing those In attendance to try out the 
new WebMall Interface and Intelligent Inbox. Registration is required for these 
sessions and each session Is limited to 20 participants. Registration for a 
session may be made by contacting ITS via Sharon Shirkey at 419-372-2911 or 
shirkey2@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
9/23- Tuesday @ 10:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. in Technology 247D 
9/24- Wednesday @ 2:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. in Olscamp 207 
9/25- Thursday @ 8:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. in East Hall 115 
9/28- Friday @ 10:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. in Hayes 126 
9/29- Monday @ 3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. in Psychology 103 
9/39- Tuesday @ 1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. in Olscamp 207 
18/1- Wednesday @ 9:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. in Hayes 126 
18/2- Thursday, @ 3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. in Education 213 
"Capital is a coward. It doesn't go places where it 
feels threatened. " 
iOHN SNOW. U.S. TREASURY SECRETARY 
Iraq to open all sectors 
of economy except oil 
By Paul Gettner 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
DUBAI, United Arab Emirates 
— Aiming to reverse decades of 
economic decay under Saddam 
I lussein, Iraq's leadership coun- 
cil announced sweeping free- 
market reforms Sunday that 
would permit foreign invest- 
ment and impose income taxes 
— but keep oil under govern- 
ment control. 
Yet even the council's U.S. 
backers conceded that big 
multinationals were not likely to 
rush to Iraq, despite its promise, 
as long as instability reigns and 
violence erupts daily. 
"Capital is a coward," U.S. 
Treasury Secretary John Snow 
said. "It doesn't go places where 
it feels threatened. Companies 
will not send employees to 
places that aren't secure." 
Snow was addressing an inter- 
national banking conference 
shortly after meeting with Iraq's 
new finance minister, Kamil 
Mubdir al-Gailani. He applaud- 
ed al-Gailani's blueprint as "poli- 
cies that make sense... that offer 
real promise." 
The reforms pave the way for 
a sell-off of the state-owned 
companies that dominated 
Iraq's economy under Saddam 
— if buyers can be found. The 
changes would allow 100 per- 
cent foreign ownership of Iraqi 
firms, except those in the oil sec- 
tor. 
Addressing the same group of 
pinstriped private bankers, al- 
Gailani said his objective was to 
"promote Iraqi economic 
growth and raise the living stan- 
dards of all Iraqis as soon as pos- 
sible." 
ArA   ArA   ArA   ArA   AIA   APA   APA   APA   APA   ArA   ArA   AIA   ArA   ArA 
Missed Recruitment this year? 
Don't worry, you still have a chance to become GREEK! 
Come meet the sisters of 
Alpha Gamma Delta 
Monday, September 22 ~ 8-10 pm 
Wild Wild West Hoe Down 
Thursday, September 25 ~ 8-10 pm 
Jftainforesf Cafe ftttfcertnoj 
Where: ATA house (Conklin Qreek Unit) 
Bring your friends! 
AIA   ArA   ArA   ArA   ArA   ArA   ArA   AIA   AIA   ArA   ArA   ArA   ArA   ArA 
\/   \/   \/.   \/.   V   \/   \/   \/   \7.   \/  \Z \/.   \/  A/  \/  \/   \/ A/. 
Break out of your shell! 
JolD T>ELf# ZEf# 
Bachelor Pro-Pant— 
FRIENDS Might  
Community Sen/Ice Event- SAT- 9/27 
- WED- 9/24 @ 8-10pm 
-THURS-9/25 @ 8pm 




TOES- 9/30 @ 9:15 pm 
SUN-10/5 @ 9pm 
*f== MON-10/6 @ 915pm 
All events are at oar chapter house 
located In Conklin. 
or Join as for Lunch @ 11am ana. _ 
Dinner @ 5 in EVERYDAY n the DZ House!!! 
PP QUESTIONS PP Call Andrea @ 2U-1946 
\/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ \/ v \/ 











Central Collegiates at 4:30 p.m. 
Men's Soccer 
Friday 
at Akron at 7:15 p.m. 
Sunday 
vs. Michigan at 3:30 p.m.. 
Women's Soccer 
Friday 
at Valparaiso at 5:30 p.m. 
Sunday 
vs. Toledo at 1 p.m.. 
Women's Tennis 
Saturday, Sunday 




BIG MAC WIN: TOLEDO BEATS NO. 9 PITTSBURGH AT THE GLASS BOWL, 35-31. PAGE 8 
Vitamin Z 
It was a day that had a little bit of 
everything. 
A day that began with both 
marching bands saluting each 
other, with BG's playing the OSU 
fight song, and the "Best damn 
band in the land" lining up to 
resemble the BG mascot. 
But the most class on Saturday 
was shown by someone who may 
have had the hardest day of all. 
Craig Jarrett, a fifth year senior, 
had a chance for a special moment 
early in the third quarter, with the 
la Icons trailing 17-7. larrett 
dropped what looked to be a sure 
touchdown on what was a beauti- 
fully executed trick play. 
Ihe play proved to be crucial, as 
Bowling Green would go on to 
rum the ball over on the next play, 
and didn't regain momentum until 
late in the fourth quarter, when 
they were trailing 24-7. 
larrett has had only one recep- 
tion all season, and did not make a 
catch yesterday. 
It would have been easy for the 
tight end to stay in the locker room 
after the game, to keep to himself, 
to not answer questions. 
No one would have blamed him 
for doing it. It's what most of us 
probably would have done. 
But larrett didn't do that. He 
came up to the press room after 
tlie game and answered questions 
for over a dozen reporters, know- 
ing that most wanted to ask him 
about the one play where he didn't 
make the catch. 
larrett is one of the success sto- 
ries in college sports. A college walk 
on who earned a scholarship for 
the 2000 after beginning as a walk 
on in 1999. In 2001, larrett played 
in all 11 games, getting one stan 
against Marshall, and making two 
catches for 24 yards on the season 
A dedicated student, he was also 
named to the Mid-American 
Conference honor roll, and induct- 
ed into the Omicron Delta Kappa 
National Honor Society 
larrett missed all of last season 
due to injury. 
BG's performance yesterday 
was one in which the team could 
have given up, but like always, 
played until the final gun. 
The team will get respect 
around the country for that, if not 
more votes in the national poL 
larrett's willingness to talk after 
the game also earned respect, for 
both himself and the team. He 
should be credited, along with 
many of his teammates, for talking 
after a difficult loss. The players 
were no doubt frustrated, but 
showed class by speaking about 
die game afterwards. 
BG may not have won the 
game, but they continued to gain 






BOWLINE GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
Defense strong in defeat 
ByZach Baker 
SPOUTS EOltOR 
The football team was a few 
plays away from an upset in 
Saturday's 24-17 loss to Ohio 
State. 
BowlingGrcen's ability to stay 
in the game was due in large 
part to the Falcon defense, 
which put forth another strong 
outing. 
In the week before the game, 
OSU head coach Jim Tressel 
said that one area that was 
often overlooked on BG's team 
was the strength of its defense. 
On Saturday, Tressel got a first 
hand look at what he had been 
talking about 
While OSU was able to gain 
205 yards rushing, the Falcons 
held them to just 24 points, and 
yielded only seven in the sec- 
ond half. 
When the Falcons cut the 
lead from 24-17with 1:46 left in 
the game, their attempt al an 
onside kick was unsuccessful. 
With just two timeouts left, 
BG needed its defense to come 
up with one more stop to give 
the offense one last chance. 
They did, forcing OSU to 
punt with less than a minute to 
go- 
lanssen   Patton,  who  had 
Bowling Green's only intercep- 
tion, talked about the defensive 
stand. 
"That's what we work for, all 
season long," Patton said. "We 
pride ourselves on working 
hard in the fourth quarter. We 
know we have to come out and 
make plays, and that's what we 
did." 
Falcon quarterback losh 
Harris gave credit to the defense 
for allowing the Falcons to stay 
in the game, and said that they 
will be a major factor in the rest 
of the season. 
"Our defense is a champi- 
onship defense," Harris said. 
"We're going to ride them all the 
way to the end." 
Falcons' coach Gregg 
Brandon said that the defense 
continually gave the team 
chances against the Buckeyes. 
"Our defense, I thought 
played lights out, and they 
hung in there with them," 
Brandon said."... They kept giv- 
ing us opportunities, and that's 
all you can ask for." 
Despite such praise, several 
players on the defense were not 
as complementary of their play. 
DEFENSE. PAGE 8 
Ben Swangct BG News 
IN PERSUIT: Bowling Green defender Jason Morton pursues Ohio State running back Lydell Ross in 
Ohio State's 24-17 win on Saturday Morton had seven tackles in the game. 
Tom BMn BG News 
CELEBRATION: Bowling Green's Amber Mareski and Taylor Twite celbrate after scoring a point in last Saturday's match against Iowa 
State. The Falcons were swept by the Buckeyes this past weekend. 
Falcons swept by Buckeyes 
By Jason A. Duon 
SP0BTS REP0RIER 
COLUMBUS — By day. the 
ambiance during the bus ride to 
take on Ohio State was filled 
with excitement and enthusi- 
asm for the BGSU volleyball 
team. 
By night, everything was 
shrouded in mystery and disap- 
pointment as the Buckeyes 
defeated the Falcons in three 
sets before 1,052 fans at St. lohn 
Arena on Saturday night. 
"I'm really disappointed 
because I feel we let a golden 
opportunity slip away," head 
coach Denise Van De Walle said 
after the game. "We passed the 
ball very well tonight and that 
was the bright spot of the 
match, but offensively and 
defensively we didn't look like 
Bowling Green volleyball." 
BG arrived at the gym two 
hours before the match was set 
to stan — 30 minutes behind 
schedule — but when the 
teams took the coun for their 
first meeting since Van De 
Walle's inaugural campaign as 
coach in 1983, the Falcons 
looked right on cue. 
Chrissy Gothke's dig on 
Stacey Gordon's first attempted 
kill set the tone eariv for the 
Falcons, and despite falling 
behind 0-2, BG took an 8-4 lead, 
ignited by Melissa Mohr, who 
had two kills during the run. 
OSU's Amanda Miller tied the 
match at 10 with one of her 
eight kills on the night, though 
BG would surge ahead to take a 
17-14 advantage. 
The Buckeyes went on a 6-0 
run, forcing Van De Walle to call 
a time out. However, the 
Falcons could not get any closer 
than tiiree for the remainder, 
falling 30-26 in the first set. 
BG held Gordon; the 
Buckeyes Ail-American to a .053 
hitting  percentage,  but  the 
Falcons had six service errors 
and only hit .054 for the set. 
The second set started off as 
sloppy as the first. Still, BG man- 
aged to take a 4-1 advantage. 
katherine Grant's kill gave 
OSU their first lead of the set, 
13-12. BG pulled even at 17-17, 
but three consecutive kills by 
the Buckeyes led to a time out. 
Once again, the Falcons 
could not come closer than 
three and OSU ended the set on 
a 13-8 run to get the victory. 
With BG holding a 22-20 lead 
in the final set, the Buckeyes 





By Kevin Shields 
SPORTS BtPOMIP. 
The Falcon women's soccer 
team swept their two opponents 
this weekend at Cochrane Field 
and showed some strong play in 
the process. They were able to 
come from behind to defeat 
Akron on Friday 2-1 and got a 
convincing win over Wright State 
yesterday by score of 3-0. 
"Both games were very pleas- 
ing, as far as effort was con- 
cerned this weekend," coach 
Andy Richards said. "We knew 
coming in that the games were 
winnable, but we needed to play 
well and we earned the two wins 
we got." 
In Friday's game against 
Akron, the Falcons and Zips were 
unable to find the net in the first 
half of play as both teams strug- 
gled to get shots. The play was 
back and fonh with very few 
opportunities coming up for 
either team. 
Ashley Wcntzel had a gtxxl 
scoring opportunity in the first 
half, hut her shot was tipped over 
the goal post by Akron goalie 
Crystal Tabor. 
The Falcons generated oppor- 
tunities early in the second half, 
but were still unable to beat 
Tabor. Akron was able to capital- 
ize off a counterattack as Mirka 
Mohns slid one by Ali Shingler in 
the lower right comer of the net 
to give Akron a 1-0 lead with 
26:39 left in the game. 
BG answered back with 13:58 
remaining as Lindsay Carter's 
corner kick found Samantha 
Meister in front of the net. whose 
header then beat Tabor to even 
the game at 1 -1. After a missed 
opportunity by Akron two min- 
utes later and a missed chance 
by Meister with five minutes left, 
the game seemed to be heading 
for overtime. 
However, in the final minute 
Keeley Dayton was able to con- 
trol the ball and find Julie 
Trundle, who charged down die 
WOMEN'S SOCCER, PAGE 9 
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Bengals' comeback falls short 
By toe Kay 
•f SPOTS wmt« 
CINCINNATI — leromc 
Bciiis lowered his battering- 
ram shoulders and plowed 
into the end /one. loey Purler 
yanked down the quarterback 
as the Terrible Towels twirled 
Different setting, very famil- 
iar scene. 
1 he Steelers got back to their 
black-and-gold basics yestet 
day. running the hall when 
they wanted and turning 
Porter loose during a 17 Id 
victory over the Cincinnati 
Bengals. 
"It was good to see us kind of 
re-establish a little hit of our 
tradition," coach Bill Cowhei 
said. "That's like the days ol 
old." 
lens of thousands of 
Pittsburgh fans were in the 
crowd of 64.596 — the largest 
ever to see the Bengals play in 
Cincinnati — and stayed on 
their feet as the Steelers |2-11 
wen) hack to grinding it out. 
In their first two games, they 
became dependent upon 
lummy Maddux's passing. 
Amos Zereoue managed only 
IDI yards In the two games. 
Bettis, relegated to a backup 
rule In preseason, showed that 
Hie Bus still has a few miles 
left. When Zereoue needed a 
rest late in the third quarter. 
Bettis took over and led the 
Steelers to a decisive touch- 
down through brute force. 
11 ippling tacklers as he went, 
Hen is ran six plays in a row for 
23 yards, putting Pittsburgh 
ahead 14-3. He lowered his 
head and powered into the 
end /one on fourth-and-goal 
from inside the 1. 
"You get  frustrated." said 
Bettis, who had 59 yards in 16 
carries. "As a running back, 
you want the opportunity to 
make a difference in the game. 
It's tough. When you have two 
running backs who want the 
football, it's going to be diffi- 
cult." 
Cowher ran onto the field 
and smacked Bettis on the left 
shoulder pad after the touch- 
down, a sign of his delight over 
a running game that was redis- 
covered. 
So was Porter, who suffered 
gunshot wounds to the but- 
tocks and right thigh three 
weeks earlier. He made an 
immediate impact on a 
defense that kept the Bengals 
10-3) in check until the closing 
minutes. 
The Steelers co-captain 
came out for the pregame coin 
toss   and   correctlv   called 
heads. Porter, the Steelers' top 
defensive player last season, 
also had one of four sacks of 
Ion Kitna. 
Porter broke through the 
line, grabbed the back of 
Kitna's jersey and pulled him 
down in the third quarter, 
thwarting another Bengals 
possession. 
"It seemed like it was a long 
time coming," Porter said. 'I 
was ready to go, and the adren- 
aline was going to get me 
through just about anything. 
That felt like Christmas felt 
when I was 11 years old." 
Cincinnati was lost without 
running back Corey Dillon, 
who strained his groin in the 
second quarter and didn't 
return. Kitna was l6-of-24 for 
157 yards with one intercep- 
tion and a late touchdown 
pass. 
As first-year coach Marvin 
Lewis watched helplessly from 
the sideline, the Bengals fell to 
0-3 for the seventh time in the 
last 13 years, which marks 
their reign as the NFL's worst 
team. 
"Nothing is surprising," 
Lewis said. "We didn't want to 
be 0-3. We've played three 
teams that we knew were 
going to be pretty good, so 
there was a chance that ii was 
going to happen." 
Since Cower took over as 
coach in 1992, the Steelers 
have rushed for more yards 
than any other team. They did 
n't do much after Bettis was 
benched in the preseason for 
Zereoue. who had 58 yards 
through three quarters 
Sunday. 
When Zereoue came to the 
sideline to catch his breath, 
Bettis took over. 
"When lerome gets going, 
it's pretty hard to slop him," 
said Zereoue, who finished 
with 69 yards on 16 carries. "I 
thought, hey. he's getting it 
done. Coach Cowher and 1 
both decided to let him go." 
Bettis, who had only 21 
yards in the first two games, 
topped that total on his first six 
carries. He also did the tough 
work as the Steelers ran out the 
clock after Kitna's 5-yard 
touchdown pass to Peter 
Warrick cut it to 17-10 with 
5:54 left. 
Notes: Maddox was 21-of-34 
for 240 yards, including a 23- 
yard pass to lerame Tuman on 
a fake field goal that set up 
Pittsburgh's first touchdown.... 
Steelers CB Chidi Iwuoma left 
in the second half with a mild 
concussion. 
Toledo gets big victory over ranked Pittsburgh 
By John Seewer 
i»i *ssoc»tto PRESS 
TOLEDO — Pittsburgh heard 
all week about how dangerous 
Toledo could lie. The Panthers 
didn't get the message until it 
was too late. 
Bruce (iradkowski threw foi 
161 yards and three touchdowns 
for the Rockets, the final score 
coming with just 43 seconds left 
as Toledo stunned No. 9 Pitt 35- 
31 on Saturday night. 
(Iradkowski lofted the ball into 
nghl corner of the end /one and 
lance Moore made a diving 
catch, just dragging his leei in 
bounds. The pass capped a 15- 
piay, H3 yard drive that began 
with 4:36 left. 
Pitt S defense was no match for 
Toledo's spread offense that kept 
the Panthers (2-1) off-balance 
most of the night. 
"1 don't think they've shown 
that much firepower as they did 
today." Pitt coach Walt Harris 
said. "They fought their way hack 
from 10 points down. They never 
gave up." 
(iradkowski was overwhelmed 
afterward. 
"I'm so pumped about this 
team that words can't express 
what I feel right now," he said. 
(iradkowski, a sophomore 
Irum Pittsburgh in only his 
fourth start, calmly directed the 
Rockets (3-1) down the field on 
the final drive. 
The key play came on fourth - 
and-1. He found tight end 
Andrew t :larke along the sideline 
for a 13 yard pickup. 
(iradkowski relied on short 
passes as Rockets then chipped 
away at the Panthers. They con- 
verted three times on diird down 
to keep the drive alive. 
Pitt had one final shot at the 
end /one. but Rod Rutherford's 
pass was batted down in the end 
zone, setting off a wild celebra- 
tion on the field. 
Toledo coach Tom Amstutz 
called it one of the biggest victo- 
ries in school history. 
"It's a wonderful feeling," he 
said. "I'm a little numb right 
now." 
The PanthersIed3l-21 early in 
the fourth quarter and seemed to 
be in control 
But (iradkowski, who finished 
49-ol-62 for 461 yards, led the 
Rockets on a 98-yard drive — the 
big play coming on third down at 
midfield when he found Steve 
()dom for a 31 -yard gain. 
That set up Trinity Dawson's 2- 
yard leap into the end zone that 
cut Pitt's lead to 31-28 with 6:45 
remaining. 
Neither team could establish 
us running game, forcing the 
quarterbacks to take over. And 
both were up to the task. 
Rutherford picked up apart 
Toledo's defense, spreading the 
ball among all his receivers. He 
finished with 315 yards passing 
and four touchdowns, but he 
also had two interceptions in the 
second half that kept Toledo In 
the game. 
Harris blamed the two inter- 
ceptions on himself. 
"We got greedy," he said. "Part 
of it was my fault."     . 
Pitt all but abandoned its run- 
ning game on a third quarter 
drive that started when larry 
Fitzgerald made a leaping 36- 
yard catch with two defenders 
hanging on him. 
Six plays later, Rutherford hit 
tight end Kris Wilson for a 5-yard 
touchdown — his third scoring 
catch of the night that put Pitt 
ahead 31-21. 
Fitzgerald, one of the nation's 
best receivers, finished with 201 
yards receiving but was held to 
just one touchdown. 
Wilson, often overshadowed 
by Fitzgerald in Pitt's pass 
offense, made a pair of nifty 
catches for touchdowns in the 
first half. 
He leaped above Toledo's 
Patrick Body on a 20-yard scor- 
ing catch for the Panthers' first 
I'D and made a sliding catch in 
the back of the end /one that 
gave Pitt a 17-7 lead with 5:02 left 
in the first half. 
It looked like Pitt was ready to 
take control, but Toledo 
answered in just four plays. 
Gradkowski hit Moore on a 
short curl pass over the middle 
and Pitt defensive back Keon 
lackson slipped trying to make 
the tackle, allowing Moore to 
break free untouched for a 53- 
yard touchdown. 
Moore ended up with 15 
receptions for 162 yards. 
Daniel Miller ai'>'"- 
REACH: Pittsburgh tight end Kris Wilson reaches foi a pass as Toledo's Rodney Gamby covers him in 
the fourth quarter Saturday in Toledo. 
Did you know... 
Chickens can't swallow while they are upside-down??? 
What is PARAGON; 
The NeW CD by ^3 ra£0fl     Featuring 11 powerhouse tracks of 
Available at Finders or on the web at: wrww.paragonmuslc.org 
1000s of BeautifulI Girjs&amm Ones! 





Defense performs at OSU 
DEFENSE, PAGE 7 
"Overall, I just believe thai 
since we didn't win the game, 
the defense didn't do a good 
enough job," said linebacker 
Daniel Sayles. "We have to play 
harder ... we have to find that 
extra step. We have to play near 
the top of our game every time 
we step on the field, and if we 
don't... we'll lose. 
Brandon said thai despite the 
TJte Center for Interventions. 
Treatment, and Addictions 
Research 
in the Wright State 
University 
School of Medicine 
is searching lor a consonant to 
serve as a local Regional 
Epidemiologist on the Ohio 
Substance Abuse Monitoring 
Network (OSAM)   OSAM is a 
slatew.de substance abuse 
surveillance system funded by Ihe 
Ohio Department ol Alcohol and 
Dfug Addiction Sen/ices Regional 
Epidemiologists conduct locus 
groups with active and recovering 
drug users, treatment providers. 
and others as well as collect 
statistical data to compile 
epidemioiogic reports on local drug 
abuse trends every six months 
Findings are presented at 
statewide meetings Consultants 
can be compensated lor their lime 
up lo 20 days per year  Additional 
support is available to conduct 
locus groups. 
i'liliiiri'miill- 
Master's degree m behavioral 
sciences, lamilianty and expenonce 
with substance abuse and local 
issues, expenence conducting 
locus groups and analyzing 
qualitative data   Ph.D. in 
behavioral sciences preferred 
For more information, 
contact Dene Kenne. MS. at 
937-775-2066. 
number of yards picked, up by 
the OSW running game, the 
Falcons were not dominated on 
the ground. 
"It would have been good to 
slow |OSU| down more often." 
Brandon said. "But they were on 
the field a lot, and they had to 
perform. For the most part, I 
though! they did." 
Ohio State won the posses- 
sion battle, holding the ball for 
32:04 of the game. 
linebacker Ted I'iepkow, who 
had nine tackles and broke up a 
pass, said that BO was expecting 
a slrong performance from the 
Buckeyes' running backs. 
"We knew lhai Ihey had to 
establish a running game 
because they're starting the Big 
Ten next week," Piepkow said. 
' We knew thai Ihey were going 
to come alter us, especially with 
their starting quarterback out. 
We just weren't successful 
enough lo gel the job done." 
With Craig Krenzel out, BO 
did a strong job limiting the 
OSU passing attack. Scott 
McMullen, making his first start 
of the season, was 10-16 for 118 
yards passing. He was sacked 
three times and threw one inter- 
ception. 
Jim Morrison (of the 60's rock,. 
group The Doors) was the first/ ." \      ) 
rock star to be arrested / ~\ 
on stage. vJ 
BG Barbershop 
Voted Best Haircut in Wood County! 
We Now Have 
4 Barbers! 
Cut your wailing time 
in half! 
412 E. Woosler Suite B 
352-3316 
Hours: 
"M-12 00 pm       JW-SJOpm ClOMd 
Saturday      Mon,tue..Ihwi..fti   WM I Sun 
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Ben Swantef BG Nws 
BIG VICTORY: Bowling green forward Katie Piening moves the ball down the field in a recent home 
game. The Falcons defeated Wright State 3-0 yesterday at Cochrane Field. 
BG gets first MAC win 
WOMEN'S SOCCER, FROM PAGE 7 
sideline into Akron territory. She 
then made a pass across to the 
from of the net that found 
Wentzel, whose kick found the 
net with 44 seconds left to give 
BGa2-l win. 
It was Wentzel's first goal as a 
Falcon and one that gave the 
Falcons their first MAC win on 
the year. 
"It was a real good team effort 
today and we had full effort today 
by everyone out there," said 
Wentzel. "We deserved this win 
after what we've been through 
this year and it's exciting being 
that it's our first MAC win." 
Coach Richards commented 
on how his team didn't give up, 
and they played hard till the end. 
"What a game and what great 
character we showed to be able 
come back and win this game." 
Richardssaid. "It was great to see 
Ashley get the goal today and I'm 
ecstatic for her being it was her 
first collegiate goal." 
Yesterday, the Falcons and the 
Raiders of Wright State played, 
and it was a game the Falcons 
controlled from start to finish. 
In the first half, the Falcons 
generated shots early and Kristy 
Coppes got her third goal of the 
year off a pass from Meister just 
20 minutes in to give BG a 1-0 
lead. Then with 8 minutes left in 
the half, Britt Anderson was able 
to beat Raider goaltender Steph 
Comisar off a pass from Trundle 
and Leah Egglcton. 
The Falcons took a 2-0 lead to 
half and then just 2 minutes into 
the final half of play Coppes got 
her second goal of me match and 
fourth of the season to put the 
finally tally on the board making 
it 3-0. 
There were missed opportuni- 
ties by both teams in the final 
half, as both goalies made some 
nice saves. F.mily Flohre played 
the second half for Wright State at 
goaltender and the Falcons 
played lenifer Kernahan, who 
was able to get 4 big saves and 
finish the five-save shutout for 
the Falcons that Shingler had 
started. 
With the wins the Falcons 
move to 3-5-1 on the year and 
now have a MAC record of 1-1-1. 
"Today we had a plan in mind 
and the team did a good job with 
carrying that plan out for us," said 
Richards. "We got good produc- 
tion from Kristy today and it was 
really a pleasing performance 
that was what we really needed to 
have." 
The Falcons will play at 
Valparaiso on Friday at 5:30 p.m. 
and will host Toledo on Sunday at 
1 p.m. 
Volleyball to host IPFW 
VOLLEYBALL. FROM PAGE 7 
proceeded to score three 
straight points to force a time 
out. 
The Falcons tied the match at 
25-25, and then a kill and an 
error would lead to another time 
out for BG. 
Melissa Mohr's kill brought 
the Falcons to within one, 27-26. 
OSU (6-2) scored the next two 
points and an error gave BG 
their 27th point, but Gordon 
ended the match with her 19th 
kill 
"I don't think Ohio State had a 
great match tonight either, and 
that's why I say it was a golden 
opportunity to knock them off," 
Van DeWalle said. 
"Stacey Gordon looked good 
tonight and we knew she would. 
but offensively we never got in 
rhythm." 
The Falcons (8-4) hit .104 for 
the match, which is their lowest 
total of the season. 
BG was lead by Samamha 
Rennau's 11 kills and Taylor 
Twite chipped in with nine kilLs 
off of 22 attacks, giving her a .471 
hitting percentage 
on the night. 
Co-captain Susie Norris was 
shutout in the kills department 
and had career-low minus .538 
hitting percentage 
Van DeWalle felt that (kirdon, 
who also had 14 digs, was not 
the reason the Falcons lost. 
"I don't think we wen' both- 
ered by her |Gordon|, I just don't 
think that we ever really got to 
the competitive degree that we 
needed to knock ()hio State off, 
she said. "We work hard, but we 
need to work smarter and I hope 
the feeling in the locker room 
afterwards would be one the) 
don't want to feel again." 
"They did not sec Bowling 
Greeil at its best." Van IX'Wallc 
said referring to upcoming 
opponents that may see the 
game tape "If other schools are 
going to get a copy of this ta|ie 
and prepare for the way we 
played tonight, it's OK. We know 
we're going to be a different 
team come next Friday and 
Saturday." 
The Falcons will host Indiana 
IMnlue liirt Wayne on Friday 
and open up Mid American 
(^inference play when Western 
Michigan visits Anderson Arena 
on Friday. Both marches ;irc 
scheduled to start at 7 p.m. 
Roethlisberger shines in 
Redhawk win over Rams 
By John Mossman 
THF ASS0CIATE0 PRESS 
FORT COIJJNS, Colo. — At 
6 foot-5 and 248 pounds, Ben 
Roethlisberger doesn't fit the 
mold of a mobile, scrambling 
quarterback. 
Two of his biggest plays on 
Saturday, however, were set up 
by scrambles. 
Roemlisberger completed 29 
of 39 passes for 330 yards and 
two touchdowns, eclipsing 300 
yards for the second straight 
game, as Miami of Ohio 
romped over Colorado State 
41-21. 
Mike Smith added 118 yards 
rushing and three touchdowns. 
The RedHawks' pass-orient- 
ed offense generated 536 yards 
compared to 388 for Colorado 
State and opened up 20-point 
leads on three occasions in the 
second half. 
The Miami (2-1) defense, 
meanwhile,    held    Colorado 
State, which had been averag- 
ing 213 yards rushing, to 39 on 
the ground. 
Bradlec Van Pelt threw for 
323 yards and three IDs for 
Colorado State (2-2). 
"Ben has great balance and 
awareness," Miami coach Terry 
Hoeppner said. "He has the 
ability to keep his cool when 
others begin to lose it. When he 
is scrambling, there is a real 
good chance of a big play hap- 
pening." 
Early in the third quarter fol- 
lowing a Colorado State fum- 
ble, Roethlisberger scrambled 
and threw his second TD pass, 
a 15-yarder to Michael Urkin, 
to make it 24-7. 
Then, Roethlisberger scram- 
bled and averted two sacks, 
completing an 18-yard pass to 
Manin Nance on third-and-14 
to set up Todd Soderquist's 21 - 
yard field goal for a 27-7 lead 
with 1:20 left in die period. 
"That scramble was a key 
play because it was third-ainl- 
long and we needed to con- 
vert." Hoeppner said. 
Roethlisberger credited I'is 
offensive line on that scramble 
play. 
"The O-line did a great job 
one, for not holding, two, for 
not going downfield." he said 
"And die receivers got open 
One of our offensive linemen 
said he blocked the same guy 
three times. 1 just run around 
and try to make guys miss me." 
Colorado State scored just 24 
seconds later on ilu- second- 
longest scoring pass play In 
school history, Van Pelt's 86- 
yarder to David Anderson, to 
cut the deficit to 27-14. But the 
Rams would gel nodoser, 
On founh-and-15 from the 
CSU 29,  Roethllsbergei  ran 
right on the option ami pitl hi cl 
to Smith for a touchdown with 
9:19 remaining. 
SEPTEMBER 22 - SEPTEMBER 25  10AM-7 PM 
MULTI-PURPOSE ROOM 
BOWEN-THOMPSON STUDENT UNION 
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1^ in the sky, ^A 
"yt Sirius,       ^r 
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i' times as much * 
H*    light as the Sim.     *f> 
Help Wanted 
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City Events 
Are you interested in community 
and international service? 
Rotaract wants you! International 
students welcome. Tues. Sept. 23. 
Eppler Ctr. Rm. 221 @ 7pm. 
Lost Found 
Ring found in the women's bath- 
room in the B.A. Tuesday alternoon 
(419) 733-4536 Musi describe. 
Travel 
#1 Spring Break Vacalions1 Holtesl 
Destinations-Best Prices Book 
Now1 Campus Reps Wanted  1 -800- 
234-7007. endtesssummertours.com 
—ACT NOW! Book 11 people, get 
12th trip tree   Group discounts lor 
6* 800-838-8202 or 
WWw.8prlngbfeakdiscount8.com 
BIGGEST SPRING BREAK PARTY 
Cruise with 100s Ol Students On 
The Largest & Wildest Student Party 
Cruise' Spend 5 Days 
In The Bahamas From S279! 
Includes Musi Meals. 
Free Parlies. Port Taxes! 
Ethics Award Winning Company' 
www.SorinqBreakTravel.com 
1-800-678-6386 
"Reality  Spring Break 2004 
As seen in 
"The Real Cancun" Movie! 
Lowest Prices. Free Meals & 
Parties Book before Oct 15th' 
2 Free Trips For Groups' 
1-800-426-7710 
www.sunsplashtours.com 
Spring Break Q4wiih^iuden|City 
.com and Ma»im Magatlne! Gel 
hooked up with Free Trips. Cash 
and VIP Status as a Campus Rep! 
Choose trom 15 ot the hottest desti- 
nations Book early (or FREE 
MEALS. FREE DRINKS and 150% 
Lowest Price Guarantee' To reserve 
online or view our Pholo Gallery. 
visit www.stwdenlcity.cpm or Can i- 
888-SPRINGBREAK! 
Spring Break 2004 w/ STS Ameri- 
ca's »1 Student Tour Operator Hir- 
ing campus reps. Group discounts! 
800-648-4849 or www ststravel com 
WINTER AND SPRING BREAK 
Ski & Beach Trips on sale now! 
www Sunchase com 
or call 1-800-SUNCHASE today' 
Services Offered 
Basic WICCA class 
Starts Oct 4 
www.geocities.com/spottedredhead. 
Need a fresh start reguardless ol 
credit status7 Consolidate your 
debts Call Credit Union One 
toll (ree 866-475-8024. 
Pregnant7 Know all the (acts. 
Confidential, free testing & support 
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center 
Personals 
Are you looking lor that second 
chance7 We can help' We do mort- 
gage loans, refinance mobile, small 
business/commercial, personal & 
debt loans Bad credit is not a prob- 
lem Fast approval, no application 
fees Toll Iree 1-888-638-7859 
Prudential Financial 
Movie Extras/ Models needed 
No exp. required. 
Earn up to $500-1000/ day. 
1-888-820-0167 ext  U112 
Sales Clerk 
Needed to assist mgml. in the 
operations of adult retail outlet & lin- 
gerie boutique. Must be 18 or older 
All shifts full & part-time. Call (419) 
288-2131 b/t 10-5pm only lor into 
VAN DRIVER part-time Provide 
transportation to & from social serv- 
ices agency Must be between the 
ages ot 21-65. possess a valid Ohio 
drivers license & an excellent driving 
record 10-19 hrs./wk. Must be avail- 
able from 2-4pm 8 5-9pm M-F Sal- 
ary S7 69/hr. Submit resume and 
cover letter to loris@crc.wcnet.org 
or Children's Resource Center. P O. 
Box 738. Bowling Green, OH 43402 
Cavalier male 40 seeks lemale com- 
passionship 2andy@toast.net. 419- 
335-6665 419-335-3555 Surprise 
Fraternities - Sororities 
Clubs - Student Groups 
Earn SI 000-S2.000 this semester 
with a proven CampusFundraiser 
3 hour lund raising event 
Our free programs make 
fund raising easy with no risks. 
Fund raising dates are tilling 
quickly, so gel with the program' 
II works. 
Contact CampusFundraiser at 
(888) 923-3238 
or visit 
www campus'undraiser com 
INTRAMURAL OFFICALS NEEDED 
FOR FLAG FOOTBALL COM- 
PLETE AND RETURN TAKE HOME 
TEST AND APPLICATION BY 
SEPT. 22. FORMS AVAILABLE 
FROM 130 PFH OR CHECK WEB 
SITE  MANDATORY CLINICS ON 
SEPT 23 24. AND 25. 
Kick ass all girl band 
seeks guitarist'! 
Please call 419-494-9612 
KKI   KKI   KM   KKI   KKI' KKI 
The Sisters of 
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA 
cordially invite you lo our open 
house Wednesday, Sept. 24 trom 
8-10 p.m. lo watch "The Bachelor 
Come by and bring your friends" 
KKI    KKI    KKI   Kkl    KKI   KKI 
Learn a skill for life Take PEG 157 
Western Horsemanship. Check us 
out at Sandersonstables.com 
Students- |0in MEMPSA or SAIN! 
Facilitate programs about sexual 
assault Call Emily (2-0470) al the 
Wellness Connection 
Applications due 9/24 
Wanted 
Fm. subleaser needed for Spring 
sem. Own rm in 2 bdrm. apt. Close 
to campus Call 513-258-5990. 
Subleaser wanted Sterling Universi- 
ty Enclave 1 bdrm. 3 male rmles til 
May. Call Andrea @ 419-270-0826 
Subleasers needed immed 2 kj 
bdrm house Pels allowed 222 
S College  1st lloor. 419-494-3793. 
Help Wanted 
ATTN; Bowling Green. Postal posi- 
tions Clerks/carriers/sorlers No exp 
required. Benefits. For exam, salary 
and testing information call (630) 
393-3032 ext 247 8am-8pm 7 days. 
Babysitter needed 3:30-6 pm Mon. 
thru Fri. & Tues/ Wed. evenings. 
(419)352-2949. 
Bartender trainees needed 
S250 a day potential. Local 
positions  1-800-293-3985 ext. 541 
Dancers wanted Make great S in a 
lun filled atmos. No exp. necessary 
Call Deja-vu @ (419) 531-0079 
NEED WORK NOW ??? 
•* Make your own schedule. 
5-40 hours per week 
* S11.05Base-aoot 
• Cust Service/Sales 
/ Great for All Students & Others 
* All ages 18*. Conditions Exist 
^ Scholarships/Internships avail. 
/ Call Now! 419-861-6133. 
worklofrtudanto.com/np 
A\l>     \OII    \U     \l      \/    I'M)    KKI     K\ 
Join us for 
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M utstandlng chapter women 




NEW PALM ZIRE S80 
NEW IN BOX. BLUE. S20 OFF 
RETAIL. FOR INFO EMAIL 
KEN@MEANCODE COM 
For Rent 
" Now leasing fully furn. efficiencies 
Efficiencies avail now & second sem 
S465 for 1 person, monthly leases, 
includes all util, cable, phone. Call 
Buckeye Inn & Studios 352-1520. 
1740 E Wooster. 
■"1 bdrm apt.. S450/mo includ. util. 
2 blks. from campus, quiet res.area 
♦ 2nd sem.. 2 bdrm. apts. avail.. 
S450/ mo Call 353-0325 9am-9pm 
1 & 2 bdrm. apts. avil. in serene 
park-like selling. Includ dishwasher, 
heal, water. & trash 419-352-6335 
i bidm apartment 
Free heat, water & sewer. 
Call 354-9740 
4-5 bdrm.. great location, large, lot. 
gas & air. pets possible, new decor 
Avail Oct. 1st. 353-2382 after 7pm 
Furnished 1,2 or 3 
bedroom apartment 
(419) 352-5239 
\\1!     Mill    \!i     \l      \/    I'I'll    KKI     K\ 
Management Inc. 
A FEW APARTMENTS 
LEFT 
CM3S3-SN! 
M i r ■,:■•■ UK 111 Inc. 
716 E. WoostCT, I bdrm 12, 




Hillsdale Apt., 1082 Purview 
2 Bdrm AplsJ one i Bdmr Twnh. 
Dishwasher - Garbage Disposal, 
I 1,2 Baths-Washer/Dryer Hook- 
up. BGSU Bus slop. 
FEW OPEN NOW 
Management Inc. 
Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poe 
One I Bdrni open 
2Bdrm»'fy>&*ll6PV 
Laundry on site. BGSU bus stop 
OPEN NOW 
Stop by our Office at 
1045 N. Main St 
or check website 
www.meccabe.cQni 
for complete listings 
Tor next year. 
The Daily Crossword Fix   HArfaOQ 
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S5001 Cars/trucks Irom S500 Police 
impounds Hondas. Chevys etc. For 
listing 800-719-3001 ext 4558 
1991 Mazda 929S. excell.cond." 
fully loaded, very clean. 1 owner. 96. 
000 mi. S2.995 OBO 419-352-4780 
1 )92 Salum 5 speed manual Greal 
shape! 144.000 mi. w/new engine 
head! S2500 OBO. 419-352-0481 
1995 Ford Aspire 87,000 miles 
Automatic. 4 door Excellent condi- 
tion S1800 call 419-352-0272 
1996 Camaro Z 29. convertible. 
6 speed 107.000 mi looks & runs 
excellent S9.OO0 or best offer 
Call 419-337-3115. 
■] bedrooms 2 baths 
Fore closure only. S3000. For list- 
ings call 800-719-3001 ext H 584 
'99 Volkswagon Jetta Wolfsburg 
Edition. 5-speed. Power everything. 
AC. 6 CD changer, sunroof. 
95,000 miles Hunter Green 
Asking 87,000. 
Cali Kris @ 419-378-2003 
Couch, loveseat. entertainment 




6 Germanic god of thunder 
It Large-scale 
14 Fang 
15 Fred Astaire's sister 
16 Lyrical poem 
17 "A Christmas Carol" char- 
acter 
19 Storage unit 
20 Hammer part 
21 Broad lie 
23 Is next to 
27 J.E.B. and Gilbert 
29 Venetian bridge 
30 Conundrum 
31 Knights' weapons 
32 Stick one's neck out 
33 T Turner sin 
36 Son ol Seth 
37 Bird or Linville 
38 Garbage boat 
39 Little bit 
1 S dispenser 
2 In place of 
3  Alamos. NM 
4 Booze, butls and 
bullets bureau 
5 Worst possible situation 
6 Stupelies 
7 Norse god 
8 Fresh 
9 Will Smith title role 
10 Measure again 
precisely 




18 Original Stoic 
22 Playwright Shepard 
23 Carrying a Colt 
24 Artemis, to Romans 
25 "A Chrislmas Carol" 
character 
26 Corrida calls 
27 Marching drum 
28 Diminutive 
30 Blunder 
32 Acadian in exile 
40 Toy soldier 
41 Western resort lake 
42 Indistinct vocalization 
44 Of Ihe sea 
45 Post 
47 Changed 
48 Fell concern 
49 E-mailed 
50 Every bit 
51 "A Chrislmas Carol" 
character 
58 Stretch Ihe truth 
59 Lucy's landlady 
60 Unearthly 
61 the piper 
62 Harvests 
63 Take an oath 
34 Not a soul 
35 Twill weave 
37 Ritzy ride 
38 FDR's mother 
40 Football player 
41 Squeals 
43 Shoshone 
44 Bond designation 
45 Head skin 
46 Shire ol "Rocky" 
47 Whimpers 
49 Straw beehive 
52 Social follower'' 
53 Half a dance? 
54 London gardens 
55 Rage 
56 Long or Peeples 
57 Sun oration 
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For Rent 
MOVE IN TOMORROW 
Studio & 1 bdrm apis. Rents from 
S320/ mo Call Charing Cross Apts 
lor your tour (419) 352-0590. 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
Furnished or Unfurnished 
available immediately. 
Tenants pay gas and electric. 
Slarting at $390.00 per month 
: JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE. 
INC.. RENTAL OFFICE 
(419)354-2260 
j     Located at 319 E. Wooster St 
across from Taco Bell 
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments 
FROM ONLY 
$465! 
• Ground floor ranch 
style apartment with 
private entrance 
• Patio 
• Spacious kitchen 
• Laundry facilities 
• Small pets welcome 












419-353-7715   I^T 
SCHOLARSHIP Announcements 
SCHOLARSHIP REMINDER 
Or Jeannetts C. Dtnielson Sampnacos Scbduihip 
Dfutlliiu-: September 26,2003 
ScholarshipapplicuioiM arc still tvinc accepted l»>r iho 2(«i4 5prin| Mines 
tei award for the Dr. Jeannette C. Danielson Sampatacoi Schohnihip. This 
is open to femak HCiSi' uudenti over iiic age ol >5. There will be at leasi 
four undergraduate awards i «»ni.- M each academic level), and one graduate 
level award, each forS2500 
Studerrts who meet ihe following criteria are encouraged N> appl>: 
•lentitle 
•Cumulative BGSUOPAof3JI, 
•Ai least 2.s yean >>i age 
•l-itll-tiitte Mudeni w illt a minimum nl S semester credit 
hours for graduate undent! and 12 nmcatet crcdh hours for 
undergraduate students. 
r\pplteaHornaw ivailablc on UH II AM SPA Mcbsitt hup   »»» bgw edu offioH ila. 
ondtspla) ootside the 51 ^ Office M 231 Adnthuiintiori 111.iv 
Schoteship ipplicatJoas mtxj be taxed to(4l9) 172-0404,01 mailed to 231 
■\Jiiiinisii.umn BIJc-. Howling Ciiecn Suit- t'imctMU. Bowliim Uieen.OH 4*41)1 
HARRY V. FRANKFATHERS SCHOLARSHIP 
IHiidline: October 17,2*03 
The Hanj V. ftinkfathet Scholarship we* established m recognize Bowling 
Oreen State Univenh) students who are employed as A means to assist with 
their educational expenses. There will be iiii> S'INKI swards loi the 2<«».'- 
2(K>4 academic year. 
Students meeting the following criteris are encouraged to appl) 
•Sophomore, junior, senior al BGSU. 
•Kull-lime undeigraduale enrolled for 12 or more 
sernester credit hours. 
•Minimum eumulaiive Gl'Aof 'O 
•Ha\e a 2'">.' -i»*4 h'ree Apphtalion tor lederal Student Aid 
(PAFSA)on file in ihe Student Financial Aid [SFA)Office. 
•l:mplo\ed al least 10 hours per week lor pav either 
on of off campus. 
'Verification ot employment and hours worked required 
\pplnations .ire availdhlc on-line at IIK- SIA website htlp   ««* b^ui.cdu ott'nos s|j. 
on display ouisiJc the SPA Office .ii 131 AdnmiUntkM Bldg. or in the Office ol 
StuJcnl I iiiplo>iiK-iu .'i .t|5 Sjddlcmitc Student Sen lies Bldg. 
EDWIN L. MOSELEY SCHOLARSHIP 
Dcudline:  October 17. 2003 
I h  liluni L. Moselc> made (his scholarship available through his est.it,' 
because Oi his commitmenl lo education His intent wa.s to tinancialh assist 
students who demonstrate a degree ol scholarship aial moral character 
Then; will be len $3000 awards for the 2003-2004 academic year. 
BGSU Students who meet the follow in}: criteria are encouraged to applv 
•Sophomore, junior, senior with al least 30 BGSl' casJii hours 
•Graduate students 
•IX-monstratcd financial need lor the award >ear that the 
scholarship (s being oiTercd (2003-2004 PAISAon file) 
•Cumulaliave BGSU Gl'A 3D or higher for undergraduates 
■ umulamc BGSU 3.4 or higher lot graduate students 
•Submu a personal statement (300 words n less) which 
describes an\ contributions to the community and.or 
soclcl) thai have been made, and the educahonal value 
received from these experiences 
•Submit two letters ol recommendations from BGSU 
faiulls ot administrates 
Applications are available <»ji line al ihe SFA website 
lltli);   UWW.b&SlLfidl 
the M V Office. 2.1|  WminiMration Bide 
